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Son of alladin song

Son of AlladinaDirecteded bySingeetam Srinivasa RaoN. S. Riyaaz Babu (Animation Director)Produced byPentamedia GraphicsSingeetam Srinivasa RaoWritten byMark ZasloveScreenplay bySingeetam Srinivasa RaoStory bySingeetam Srinivasa RaoMusic byPravin ManiEdited byVenkata KrishnanDistributed byShemaroo Video Pvt LtdRelease date 29
August 2003 (2003-08-29) CountryIndiaLanguageEnglish Son of Aladdin is an Indian animated film from 2003. based on the life of Aladdin written and directed by Singeetam Srinivasa Rao. [1] The film had 1,100 recordings and 125 characters. [2] The film won special mentions at the Hyderabad Children's Film Festival in 2003,[3][4][5] before premiering at
the 37th International Film Festival in India. [6] In 2016, the film was released as Mustafa &amp; the Magician in Los Angeles and was presented for the animated Film Oscar. [7] See also list of Indian animated films References ^ Lenburg, Jeff (2009). Encyclopedia of Animated Cartoons (3rd Ed). New York: Checkmark Books. P. 228. ISBN 978-0-8160-
6600-1. ^ Log and ... Tribune: IT supplement Tribune, Chandigarh, India. Feature page. ^ The Hindu Business Line : Children's film fest comes to a close. Tintin a bonanza for children at film festival. The Times of India. ^ The Hindu : Lights, camera... Chaos. ^ ^ NSCC - NSCC. www.mmagician3d.com. ↑ Oscars: A Record 27 ANimated Feature Films Vie for
the Trophy. The Hollywood Reporter. External links Aladdin's son to IMDb This animated film related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Derived from © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Related Lyrics from Aladdin and the King of ThievesComposed by Randy Petersen and Kevin Quinn Performed by Robin Williams, Brad Kane
and Merwin Foard[Genie:] It's big, bright, Beautiful futureNakada your lucky stars you liveSu you someone special to come to your friends
Aaaaaauuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu 'TripWorkin's hand in handPainting the palace, mowin' the sandThe first order odesS tatom-
oncem razlomis ledMozes postute eye adviceSee the speed of life This is a relative of theories! It's a wonderful, fantas-in-a-futureSms fruit on a family treeIquire you'll be like grumpy old grandpaBouncing babies on your knee! You can fall asleep on the edible couch After playing one-on-oneReamin's back-to-backBetcha wallop The ShaqTogether as a father
and son[Cassim:] It can be a snab ride[Aladdin:] We will succeed side by side [Genie:] Good I'll be your travel guide, AladdinMake' room for dad! You have a new shoulder to cry on. Give him a spinThen you were friends for palin's uokolo saBut you didn't have a friend, for example youPut your checkered paste behind you nowNo more living on the runFace
the big, bright, beautiful futureTogether, together, together as father and sonLyrics transcribed by Disneyclips.com An action-adventure thriller, the movie is about the Prince of Basra Mustafa , who is secreted to safety when he is just a child , in the care of a trusted nanny, known to the royal family, because he is hunted by the evil wizard Zee Zee Ba, who
through his magically knows that the Prince of Basra will be his nemesis. It is obvious that the Prince of Basra grew up to be a brave sailor and met his Lady's Princess Laila. The rest of the story is how Mustafa is moving again with his long-lost parents. Rating U Learn more Edit When an evil wizard conjure a deadly dragon, a brave prince jumps into action
and launches a magical prophecy to protect his kingdom. Summary of the plan | Add Sinopsis Adventure | Animation | Fantasy Motion Picture Rating (MPAA) Rated PG for some scary images | See all the Guide to Parents: Add Content Advice to Parents » Edit The film's producer is actually a New Zealand man who made it seem like a Bollywood movie
because he thought it would gain more attention. More » User reviews Edit release date: August 29, 2003 (USA) More » Home English Albums Son Of Alladin Songs© 2020 Saavn Media Pvt Ltd. With The Lion King's film, we decided to rank the 40 best music numbers of all time from the animated films made by Disney. Before you ask, no, Pixar movies
were not included. 40. A Guy Like You, The Hunchback of Notre Dame Analis Bailey: Quasimodo is a lonely character who simply wants to be loved but only has the creepy gargoyles who lead this song. Quasi-wants to see Esmeralda, the woman he fell in love with, and as she looks over the burning city of Paris, she wonders if she is safe. Gargoylesi use it
as a serenade to think that wherever she is, she thinks about it and bathes it completely. Gargojli take all of Quasimod's imperfection and uncertainty and turn them into desirable qualities. Instead of calling him ugly, they call him one-of-a-kind. The song, in real Disney fashion, moves through three different key changes and several different beats, and all the
time you feel like gargoyles are your personal cheerleading team. Their spins aren't very convincing, but they get five for effort. 39. Love, Robin Hood Rob Harvilla: With an apology mean streets, Serpico, The Sting, or The Long Goodbye, Robin Hood was the coolest film of 1973, a They buzz around Sherwood Forest soundtracked by the like-fore.m. deep-
goofball country deity Roger Miller and the wonderful guitar-and-orchestra torch song Love, which scored a nomination for best song at the '74 Oscars. (It got lost with The Way We Were.) Written by Disney music guru George Bruns and Floyd Huddleston and sung by Nancy Adams, this is the smixed part of the romantic melancholy that Lana Del Rey really
should cover at the moment: When we watch the lazy world goes by / Now it seems that the days are flying / Life is short, but when it's gone / Love goes on and on. In 2009, Love made a soundtrack to the fantastic Mr. Fox Wes Anderson, if you need more information about how the song is still beautiful, which of course not. 38. Poor unhappy soul, Little
Mermaid Micah Peters: We will never really get Uršuline behind in Little Morki. Instead, in the song we get a thinly sliced version of her world view, which is a million times better. Poor unhappy souls are excellent – first of all, because it's a slap, secondly, because it's a song in a children's film about how avarica is sick, as evidenced by the big, climact
baritone and pink hair of smoke, which occasionally take the form of men who want to be taller and soothing, and women who want to be slim, elegant and prettier. The point is, all this jeting is going to kill you or send you into a fate worse than death, which is once again the metal for a children's movie. 37. Out There, The Hunchback of Notre Dame Michael
Baumann: It's just excellent musical songwriting – actually, if anything, it's a little too ambitious for a children's film, with its anti-melodies, key changes, and Tom Hulce's piercing upper register tenor. It's not a song to sing, it's a song that needs to be seeded and moved. That's in keeping with Hunchback's strange, dark and evil tone, which never sat right
when I watched this movie as a fourth-grader. Perhaps it's time to revisit this forgotten oddity of Disney's golden age, because Out There is, at least as mixed as any Disney musical set piece. 36. I Won't Say (I'm in Love), Hercules Kate Knibbs: Female characters are usually perfectly good or totally bad in Disney movies – mean or sleeping beauty, if you will
– but Meg is a bit harder tocate, because she's a good person with a relationship problem who makes some bad decisions. She would be the only Disney princess with a shitty ex-boyfriend, but she's not an official Disney princess - and perhaps that's best, because she's also a female Disney character who feels she cares the least about distinction. I Won't
Say (I'm in Love) is, like her singer, a refreshing change at Disney. It's a love song for someone who doesn't want to be in love. he knows enough to assume that things will not work. Meg doesn't trust men and barely trusts herself - it could mean she's not a Disney princess, but it makes her a relatable queen. 35. Two Worlds, Tarzan Andrew Gruttadaro:
Opening songs are a tradition in disney canon (Circle of Life, Fathoms Below, etc.), and while Two Worlds is not the best of them – not even Tarzan is the best of animated Disney films – he certainly does the job. In the main, its value is in implying that Phil Collins is about to be weird and (successfully) hit the whole movie; but it also provides a saccharine
mood for a low-key traumatic prologue in which a baby gorilla gets eaten by a tiger! 34. For This Are Friends (The Vulture Song), The Jungle Book Harvilla: At a particularly low point in 1967 The Jungle Book, when our hero Mowgli is on his mopiest, come vultures, a quartet explicitly of Beatles moptops (pronounced by J. Pat O'Malley, Digby Wolfe, Lord Tim
Hudson, i Chad Stuart) we're friends with the su su su slatkama i just a little pretecid show-quartet-barbershop-quartet-topper: We're friends sa sa sa su su su su su su su su su su su slatkama i just a little pre-school-quartet šou-barbershop-quartet-quartet-topper: We're friends with our creatures is a snusnulo šteku / U bit, we didn't have to sa sa sa sa sa
we don't see it. Disney was actually trying to get the actual Beatles to perform, but it ran into a scheduling conflict, or John Lennon just scored. As a comforting prize, the evil tiger Shere Khan responds to drop an incredibly low note. Don't sing that at home. 33. Something there, Beauty and the Beast Ben Lindbergh: Something there doesn't sell, well, a
Disneyfied version of romance. It's a poem about a slow-growing relationship in which fear slowly turns into affection at first sight, as Belle begins to see past the sharp and unrefined way the Beast has built to protect herself from rejection. This is not an attitude based on bold gestures or consciousness. It is a bond that arises from questioning the first
impressions, staying open to the positive qualities of the other person and gradually perceiving something there that wasn't there before. The only song performed by the Beast – thanks to the suggestion of the actress Belle Paige O'Hara – Something There was a late replacement for the longer Human Again, a song that was ripped from the original Beauty
and the Beast, but was re-entered in the next version. Even though it's a duet, Belle and the Beast don't sing to each other. Technically, they don't even sing; The total number continues through an internal monologue, reflecting the reluctance of the amorous birds to reveal what they feel. The simple song Something There is not the most dramatic or
memorable song from Beauty and the Beast, but it is perhaps the most crucial; in just over two minutes, captures the growth of signs and The film is compelling. 32. Gospel TruthHercules Knibbs: Hercules sucks because it has the best opening of any Disney film, combining a surprisingly detailed overview of basic Greek mythology with the composer Alan
Menkene's true default gospel melody and playful animation (with the beautiful lead of the narrator Charlton Heston). Gospel truth is a complete gap and within minutes it reaches an extraordinary amount of world-building. Lillias White, who sings like Calliope, one of the main Musa, has had a long career in New York cinema and cabaret, and I can't imagine
anyone wanting to tell more about his life story. 31. Want to build a snowman? Frozen Gruttadaro: Also known as a less iconic, less annoying song from Frozen, Do You Want to Build a Snowman? he's part of an elite group of Disney songs: The Ones That Play While Horrible Shit Is Going On. (Also in this group: Two worlds from Tarzan, and whatever song
the orchestra plays when they catch Bambino's mother.) It's a song that plays when we see Anna and Elsa's parents die in a shipwrith accident, so, you know, good vibes all around. But I like it because it brings back childhood in a sweet but sad way, as you remember so much joy that you only care about playing in the snow, as well as the loneliness that
sometimes there's no one you can play with in the snow. In general, it's a much more plastic song than this other one. 30. Go the Distance, Hercules Zach Kram: One of my favorite computer games as a child was the Hercules edition of Disney's animated storybook, a point-and-click adventure with various mini games to save the world. I'd play as the title
hero, and Hidri cut his heads, stop the Titans from collapsing Olympus and so on. There was a music station on the side of these games where you could listen and sing together if you were so inspired – a few offers of the soundtrack. At this age, nothing beats listening to personalized pump-up jams before we go the distance to send Hades back to the
Underground World. Hercules' soundtrack may be best remembered for Muz's music, but the ballads from Herc and Megara are actually the best part; The fact that I Won't Say (I'm in Love) is not in the top 10 is a striking indictment of the judgment of my colleagues. 29. Reflection, Mulan Lindsay Zoladz: Few of us can be given the experience of going
undercover to fight the evil emperor, but who wasn't here: When will my reflection show who I am inside? The reflection chits at the core of what it's like to be Mulan, but it also speaks to anyone who has ever felt like he's had to hide his authentic self in order to be accepted: Now I see if I'm wearing a mask I can fool the world / But I can't fool my heart. Actress
and singer Lea It brings a wonderful pathos to the film, but I will always be part of the 1998 version performed by the then little-known cinematographer Christina Aguilera. I think the person who was inside just wanted to wear those pants. 28. One Jump Ahead, Aladdin Alison Herman: This song is our introduction to Aladdin, a charming Rapscallion that is
key to maintaining our loyalty when it magically turns into Aladdin, the filthy rich prince. This teenager may be stealing from honest traders, Agrabah, but he's doing it with a smiling apology that you can't help not rooting for him. The song accelerates with a scene of hunting through the city streets and introduces us to the shops, police and courtesy of
Aladdin's home. (We don't actually see them at work, because this is a Disney movie, but we see another woman who declares Aladdin pretty tasty. Risqué!) Our hero ultimately beat up his successors, not that he was too much pleasure in it. I have to eat to survive. I have to steal to eat. Otherwise, we'd get along and not end up in a steam pile of manure. 27.
Be prepared, Lion King Gruttadaro: Be prepared is perhaps the most immediate evidence we have that Scar is just a ruthless bitch who loves drama. As he hears in the shadows - while the green fog shoots from the ground, highlighting his cheekbones, of which he is all too proud - Scar her vamps and explains his plot to assassinate his brother. Take about
six siaes of water, Scar. The scar immediately destroys Pride Lands (Disney version of Golden State blows the lead with 3:1); Be prepared is his arched thesis statement; and also banger; and also just good advice for everyone to take a test, make a presentation, or try to bring the ubi any popular king. 26. Zero to Hero, Hercules Baumann: Exposure has
never hit so hard. On one level, Zero to Hero is clever in sending a famous athlete, as Michael Jordan did in the mid-1990s. But on the second level, the line who put cheerfully into a gladiator? a lyrical masterful blow that should inspire your myths and legends. 25. Just Around the Riverbend, Pocahontas Megan Schuster: This is not my favorite song from
Pocahontas (it would be No. 17, Wind Colors), but it's equally full of adventure and messages that I better appreciate nature – which is a very relevant topic in 2019! It ends with a hard-handed metaphor about choosing a route (or in this case a river offshoot) less to travel, but Disney is rarely subtle about what it tries to cross. Regardless, the song is an in-
work reminder that change can be a good thing - as long as you get to it with the right attitude. 24. Heigh-Ho, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs of Harville: Works for miners, it is For Disney animators, it works for Uber drivers, works for bloggers: Heigh-Ho, snow white's musical jewel from 1937 and seven trolls, is a work theft, cheerful and determined, a
reminder of the need to do the job, but it's somewhere at five. In Frank Churchill's composition with larry morey's lyrics, sung by Grumpy, Happy, Sleepy, Bashful, Sneezy, Dopey and Doc (the name of a more iconic septet), he's the father of all, as the ubitic Disney songs go, a hrumpava ode to pride and determination, and brand and cultural ubity. Tom Waits
liked it. Brian Wilson loved it. Los Lobos liked it. The Simpsons loved it. Because everyone knows everyone has a job to do. 23. Belle, Beauty and the Beast Charlotte Goddu: Before beauty and the beast dives into therianthropy and kidnapping, which account for most of her plot, this song forms the foundation by communicating the key elements of Belle's
character: She likes to read and she is very beautiful. Although it is a shame that the rest of the film ignores its actual most impressive quality: the ability to read and walk simultaneously. This, nose, firmly stuck in the book, a woman manages to wander through the divisive center of her French city without being beheaded by baguette remains, for me, the
most fantastical element of the film, which has a spoken candelabra. 22. A Girl Worth Fighting For, Mulan Riley McAtee: In the 21 years since Mulan was released, this song has grown some mold in places. You can see what we've missed the most since we went to war without ringing as innocently in 2019 as the writers might have intended, and in victory,
they will line up at the door just to feel rough. Mushu even throws in a cringe-inducing catcall at one point. This is an almost Disney version of the locker room talking, PG's way for confused soldiers to share their sexual conquests. Mulan, who of course doesn't have a girl worth fighting for, tries to push back against her meaty companions, but her interplay
(What about a girl who has a brain that always speaks her mind?) doesn't agree with them. But that's just one look at The Girl Worth Fighting For. As soldiers make their way through the countryside, we see what they are really fighting for: thunderous hills, gentle rivers and peaceful feudal China farmers. There's something beautiful here that's worth
protecting, and it's clearly clear with the sudden end of the song when soldiers stumble on a ruined village. This juxtaposition is even stronger with what happens seconds after the end of the song, and Mulan finds the still-flamboyance still burning in the still-burning wreck. Mulan finally knows which girls he's fighting for. 21. I Wan'na Be Like You (The Monkey
Song), The Jungle Book Gruttadaro: Louis Prima In a Disney movie? Sign me in. The jungle book has perhaps the most reliable songs from any animated Disney movie and I Wan'na Be Like You (why is there an apostrophysics? No idea!) It's the climax, a song that turns the jungle into a New Orleans bar circa 1934. They were written by the Sherman
brothers, and the guys you can thank for the song It's a Small World (After All) is a really good song even outside of its Disney memes. I Wan'na Be Like You is one of Disney's best offerings, early proof that the best way to make a good children's movie song is just to make a good period song. 20. Let it go, Frozen Schuster: Idina Menzel, blow my body into
atoms using the one-wire bum of your vocal cords! Seriously, Let It Go is a jam, but about a quarter would be so striking without Menzel's range and absolutely broken power of her voice. (I need to know that I'm a capital-S sucker for a good key change, and, boy, has this song one - complete with a spectacular dress swap from Elsa.) This song became such
a thing that my nephew's preschool class sang it at their graduation, and he was happy to know about what was a few weeks before the show. I think it's lower on this list because there's a lack of nostalgia around it (the film was only released in 2013), but his message and Menzel's affected delivery makes the lock to become what was part of your world for
my generation. 19. Whistle While You Work, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Alyssa Bereznak: When Disney released Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937, during the tail of the Great Depression, children's entertainment was a rarity, Roombas didn't exist, and few families had the disposable income or leisure to be valuable about their offspring. So
it follows that one of the most catchy children's melodies of this era is a song about how you enjoy your chores. Sample text: And when you rest the room / Imagine it's a broom / There is someone you love and soon / You will find that you are dancing to the melody. In addition to being a breakout hit on the first commercially released film soundtrack ever,
Whistle While You Work is a relic from a much simpler era when society was able to realize that no child's fantasy was more charming than hand-held forest creatures who happily helped around the house. 18. Gaston, Beauty and the Beast Surrey: Ode to bro fragility, Gaston's ego boost our antagonist demands of his legion of sikopants after belle was
rejected early in the film. Flexing about how he eats dozens of eggs every morning - no one has high cholesterol, clogged arteries, and an increase in blood pressure like Gaston!– among other exaggerated prolivity, Gaston is as entertaining as his low-key underxneating intimidating. (What's scarier than who can't take no for an answer and whose first
impulse is to hit things?) Still, no one throws away an absolute banger like Gaston, and we should commend him for that. 17. Colors of the wind, Pocahontas Zoladz: First, it's an underrated karaoke song. Trust me. But also what a generational formative lesson from environmentality! Long before we were millennia full of anxiety about climate catastrophe, we
were children who sang along with the Oscar-winning Disney ballad about the timeless dangers of this evil. You think you own any land you land on, earth is just a dead thing you can claim Pocahontas chides John Smith (which, it seems important to be taken into account here, is the voice of Mel Gibson). It's her tone, but when she hits this chorus, the
melodica crashes and jumps like an eagle, what he sings about. Vanessa Williams cut the soundtrack, and credit should go to Judy Kuhn, who brought life to the version pocahontas sings. You can own the land and still sing at the end, all you're going to have is earth until you can paint with all the colors of the wind. There are worse things to write on a
protest sign. 16. A friend like me, Aladdin Knibbs: Friend Like Me is a two-and-a-half minute showcase for Robin Williams, which is exactly as much fun as it sounds. In the film, Genie desperately tries to impress Aladdin and his frenetic, impressionist-heavy big-band sales pitch is so interrogative that you don't even stop thinking about how strange it is that
Genie clearly knows the colloquial French. 15. Beauty and the Beast, Beauty and the Beast Gruttadaro: Did I spend the first decade and a half of my life in mind that Mrs. Potts singing the tailor is as old as time and that beauty and the beast was a neat allegory about a ridiculously old dress maker? You're damn right. I'm not ashamed. But I understand now
that This Is As Old As Time, and that Beauty and the Beast is the most beautiful song about finding ever-searching for ever longer in unexpected places. Written by Disney gods Howard Ashman and Alan Menken and sung by the general goddess Angela Lansbury, the song is one that feels revelatory and warmly known. During the scrolling fragrance, you
feel that the notes belong to you – that they were written for you. It's a trick I can't understand, but I can sing along with Beauty and the Beast every time I'm lucky enough to hear it. 14. Prince Ali, Aladdin Kram: Prince Ali is not the best Aladdin song – keep reading!– it is the most fun and best to enlau with the magic of this particular film. It has pace, it has a
trumpeting fanfare, it has different voices of Robin Williams; he has a tempo. it starts with a kind of sense of order and – when Aladdin runs through the palace door – he grows almost manic to the end, colors and lines verse and acts of genie magic flash almost too fast to capture everything in one view. The ensorcelated sultan serves as a suitable audience
stand-in, encased, as he is by presenting a foreign prince. The song defies you to listen without tapping you on the leg and going through your head, if not at the choir-time dance. 13. When you want a star, Pinocchio Lindbergh: It's unusual to experience a strong emotional response to a song that has become a corporate anthem, but this will happen when
most children's films are hinged before the same melody. (Disney knows what it's doing.) When You Wish On a Star is useless: It's been covered countless times, preserved by the Library of Congress, and credited to Brian Wilson for insue one of the Beach Boys' best songs, Surfer Girl. I couldn't avoid it even if I went on a Disney media deprivation diet; I live
in my ear on the connection to Disney cruises, so the first seven notes of the song horde blown up by the ship's horn routinely interfere with my privacy. I can't say it bothers me. In 1939, he recorded When You Wish Upon a Star for Pinokie and won an Academy Award for Best Original Song in 1941, the first Disney song to win an Oscar. Although many
performers have performed on gagan songs over the past 80 years, no cover can compete with the sentimental value of the original, which features the quasi-vocals of musician and actor Cliff Edwards, the voice of Jiminy Cricket. Of course, texts probably paint an unrealistic picture of adulthood - all your heart wants will come to you?- but fantasy is fun while
it lasts. 12. Bare Necessities,The Jungle Book Peters: For most of the songs on this list, the film in question would still be a Movie Without Them – this is deeply untrue for Bare Necessities. On the side that the late Phil Harris (Baloo, as well as Little John from Robin Hood, Patou of Rock-a-Doodle, and O'Malley of Aristocats) was deep in the bag, the song is
warm, soft and comforting. It's like floating down the river on the belly of a friendly bear, which is also musically enthimated. It's a gentle, sunny reminder that the universe is erothing to settle. 11. Hakuna Matata, Lion King Schuster: From his fluctuating, plink-ling opening notes to the jazzy finale, Hakuna Matata is a transformative journey. So great was its
power as early as the mid-90s that it became much more than a song from a children's movie: It was a bona fide movement. YOLO before yolo existed; Common phrase for crochet on the pillow before Keep Calm and Carry On overtaking Pinterest panels. His message is simple and clearly stated in the refrain: It means don't worry for the rest of your days.
Not to mention music. (read: a scene from the original film Lion King) an absolute slap: The song serves as both our introduction to the unique humor of Timona (voted by Nathan Lane) and Pumbaa (Ernie Sabella) and the montage of Simba growing up. (Besides, the animation still looks amazing even 25 years later – just look at it compared to jon Favreau's
upcoming remake.) And while it's a pretty striking scene in a movie, Hakuna Matata is perhaps also the funniest four minutes of any Disney animated film. Which seems to fit perfectly. 10. Kiss the Girl, The Little Mermaid Goddu: First thing's first: Kiss the Girl takes a real this-movie-was-released-in-1989 approach to consent that, in this day and age, I can't
endors. Don't you need a word, a word, and kiss the girl? No, man. The more words, the better! But Little Mermaid's retrograde approach to romantic relationships is old news. Let us leave for a moment the disproportion aside to appreciate the revolutionary combination of songs with copyable canity and baldness. I firmly believe that the mumuli could
complicate about 75 percent of movies until kissing. But how many of these films can boast a musical number dedicated to that central, smooch-related choice? Way too young, i could argue. Sometimes it's really just about whether you kiss a girl or not. 9. I will make a man of you, Mulan Peters: It's a pop song with an orchestra and a meaty back chorus, one
that will most likely send a whole car full of adults into hysterics when it comes to mixing three hours on the road. It is probably the biggest indication of how good I'll Make a Man Out of You how long its popularity lasted, despite it being the second most heteronormative/repressive song in Mulan for Honor to Us All. 8. I Just Can't Wait to Be King, The Lion
King Knibbs: Simba goes through some heavy shit in The Lion King – which is, le we don't forget, a children's film about a boy who processes the emotional falls watching his uncle murder his father. But before all the traumas begin, he can sing I Just Can't Wait to Be King, one of Disney's most perfectly playful songs. Simba is entitled, arrogant and extremely
charming, who, throughout his soon-to-be kingdom, is left unsue in the world. It would be unconsesal if it wasn't so easy. 7. Under the Sea, The Little Mermaid Surrey: With the exuberant underwater melod of The Little Mermaid, Disney has expressed a universal truth: The Sea is a dop. It's contagious under the sea, whether you're listening to the original,
Oscar and Grammy awards, or one of its contemporary reviews. (Bubba Sparxxx plus The Little Mermaid is as magnificent as it sounds.) The Little Mermaid is among Disney's many live-action remakes in the works, and while some The corners of the internet are in tizzy about his casting ariel - lol calm down, she's a mermaid!– his biggest obstacle may be to
live up to the original's stellar soundtrack. To understand all your favorite rake, Sebastian: You dream of remaking classics, but it's a big mistake. 6. Can You Feel the Love Tonight, The Lion King Surrey: Let's Be Honest: If you were, like me, a little kid when you first watched the King of lions, Can you feel love tonight doesn't bring up a lot of romantic
inclinations. I saw two left-hand colleagues who remembered and played together at dusk; Innocent stuff! But now? Dear God, Nalin's face is the most DTF thing I've ever seen. (I'm sorry.) No disrespect to Donald Glover and Beyoncé, but with a live-action version of Jon Favreau Can You Feel the Love Tonight performed in broad daylight with two
photorealistic and inexperienced lions who appear as if they appeared in planet earth, there is no doubt that the original song - much like the original film - remains king. And for what it's all about, it's overly. 5. Be our guest, Beauty and the Beast Zoladz: The definition of show stopper. The Be our guest sequence in (yes, original) Beauty and the Beast is a
sub-indecision of visual imagination, incision and 2D animation – all together it feels like the best acidic outing of all time. (The candlestick is... Talking? And has a French accent?) Be our guest is a worthy introduction to the enchanting magic of the service inside the Castle of the Beast, and its shows of characters, from Chip to Mrs. Potts to the
uncomfortably sexy pen-duster. Momentum keeps building as he tings to a truly excellent finale, during which Lumiere gets to ham up as the superstar he's most certain. Be our guest is iconic, the closest Disney animation has ever come to Busby Berkeley. Dinner itself wasn't so exciting. 4. Part of your world, The Little Mermaid Knibbs: One thing that sucks
about being a child is that you're not important, and at some point you realize that you have to kind of wait for you to grow up a little bit to be the real person in the world. Part of your world of nails that late childhood is angry about waiting anxiously that matters better than any other children's film song. It's strange how well a song about cheres works in merc-
human cartoons, and it only works because Ariel's neighborhood of frustration is seen as a real problem. I adored Ariel growing up because she sang I want more! Like she really deserved it. It was cool to have a Disney princess whose main virtue was curiosity. 3. You'll Be in My Heart, Tarzan Baumann: On the Tarzan soundtrack, Phil Collins heard Elton
John's galactically popular efforts on The Lion King and tried to bring the truth 11, while he didn't exactly hit the music theater like Sir Elton. The result, You'll Be in My Heart, is one of the most emotionally maximalistic pieces of music in contemporary pop canon, with lyrics that sound as if written by a distant father who tries to return the affections of his
children in one tearful swing. This is especially true of the radio single arrangement, which is the definitive version of You'll be in My Heart. For some reason, this version is four minutes long, when most emotional heavy lifting in the first 30 seconds is done by strings that sound like a post-prog interpretation of the mother's heartbeat. I'd write more, but I cry so
much, I can't see my screen. 2. Circle of Life, The Lion King Lindbergh: The Circle of Life is the soundtrack to the most iconic opening sequence from a Disney film, a scene that is so effective at drawing in viewers that it ran irrelevantly in the Lion King's sensational 1993 teaser trailer, announcing the box office apex disney renaissance. This scene worked
without the dialogue that originally involved it, because the recordings and the music spoke for themselves. The circle of life is not just a song; this is the proverb that the song has been popularized, which has since fit into every angle of culture, either by parody (or reference to) just a song or as a concept that the film has entered into the lexicon. Elton John
missed out on the Oscars at the Oscars for Can You Feel the Love Tonight, another John song from the soundtrack that won the Academy Award for Best Original Song in 1995. John's standalone version of Can You Feel the Love Tonight is probably better than this one in the film, but John's pop performance of The Circle of Life matches the Lion King's
shot, not in the end because it lacks Lebo M.'s Zulu chant. The unaspy weeping and image of the red sun rising above the velvet made millions of listeners and viewers feel that they were on Pride Rock, suspended in the sun's rays. 1. A Whole New World, Aladdin Harvilla: That you dare not close your eyes, or even think about it to get any contrarian about it.
A Whole New World is Disney's apex, a magic-carpet ride of wonder and adventure and PG-rated romantic euphoria with murderous harmony, a murderous aliteration (Shining shimmering splendid), a killer key change and enough bulletproof glow that not even the immensely delable live-action remake of 2019 could. It was written by Disney's Alan Menken
with tim rice lyrics, and sung in the film by Aladdin stars Brad Kane and Lea Salonga: A Whole New World won the Academy Award for Best Original Song and the first (and only!) for Disney's Grammy for Song of the Year, which beat Sting, Billy Joel, Neil And, yes, Meat snop. The pop version, with Peabo Bryson and Regina Belle, even hit No. 1 on the Hot
100, sealing the ingular dominance of songs in disney's catalog, defined by dominance. Next time you start it, when you're on karaoke and see if it doesn't take you somewhere. Somewhere.
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